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ABSTRACT

Although the hydrodynamics of river meanders are well studied, the influence of curvature on flow in

estuaries, with alternating tidal flow and varying water levels and salinity gradients, is less well understood.

This paper describes a field study on curvature effects in a narrow salt-marsh creek with sharp bends. The key

observations, obtained during times of negligible stratification, are 1) distinct differences between secondary

flow during ebb and flood, with helical circulation as in rivers during ebb and a reversed circulation during

flood, and 2) maximum (ebb and flood) streamwise velocities near the inside of the bend, unlike typical river

bend flow. The streamwise velocity structure is explained by the lack of a distinct point bar and the relatively

deep cross section in the estuary, whichmeans that curvature-induced inwardmomentum redistribution is not

overcome by outward redistribution by frictional and topographic effects. Through differential advection of

the along-estuary salinity gradient, the laterally sheared streamwise velocity generates lateral salinity dif-

ferences, with the saltiest water near the inside during flood. The resulting lateral baroclinic pressure gradient

force enhances the standard helical circulation during ebb but counteracts it during flood. This first leads to a

reversed secondary circulation during flood in the outer part of the cross section, which triggers a positive

feedback mechanism by bringing slower-moving water from the outside inward along the surface. This leads

to a reversal of the vertical shear in the streamwise flow, and therefore in the centrifugal force, which further

enhances the reversed secondary circulation.

1. Introduction

Like rivers, natural tidal channels often exhibit meander-

ing planforms (Fagherazzi et al. 2004; Dalrymple and

Choi 2007). The channel curvature influences the flow

structure, which affects transport of dissolved and sus-

pended matter and feeds back into the morphological

development. Although the hydrodynamics of river

meanders are well studied (e.g., already by Boussinesq

1868; Thomson 1877; see also Apmann 1964), the in-

fluence of curvature on the flow in estuaries is less well

understood.

In rivers bends, curvature causes a secondary flow

in the plane perpendicular to the depth-averaged flow

direction: the curvature induces a centrifugal accel-

eration (CFA), which is strongest in the upper part of

the water column where the streamwise velocity is

maximal. The centrifugal motion generates a water level

setup on the outside of the bend and a setdown on the

inside (superelevation). This causes an inward-directed

barotropic pressure gradient force that is uniform over

the depth. The local imbalance between the centrifugal
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acceleration and barotropic pressure force in the vertical

generates a secondary flow directed toward the inside of

the bend near the bed and toward the outside at the

surface, resulting in a helical flow pattern along the bend

(Boussinesq 1868; Thomson 1877). Analytical solutions

for the secondary flow profile have been provided by

Rozovskii (1957), and, for example, Engelund (1974)

and Kalkwijk and Booij (1986). The circulation causes

sediment transport toward the inner bank, and as a re-

sult in alluvial meanders shallow areas called point bars

are formed at the inside of bends and deeper scour zones

called pools are formed at the outside (Leopold and

Wolman 1960).

The curvature also influences the streamwise flow: the

adaptation of the transverse surface slope with changing

curvature leads to a transverse gradient in the along-

river pressure gradients. As a result, the inner bend flow

accelerates and the outer bend flow decelerates while

entering the bend, resulting in an inward-skewed ve-

locity distribution, like a free vortex/potential flow

(Johannesson and Parker 1989; Seminara 2006), and the

sharper the bend, the stronger this effect. However, the

increase of bottom friction with velocity limits this de-

velopment. Reduced depth and a point bar in the inside

of the bend further enhance friction (Blanckaert and de

Vriend 2010), and topographically redistribute stream-

wise momentum toward the outside (Dietrich and Smith

1983; Blanckaert 2010). This promotes an excess of

streamwise velocity in the deeper part of the cross sec-

tion near the outer bank, as is often found in natural

rivers. The secondary circulation can also influence

the streamwise flow structure. Their interaction can

create an additional, smaller, counterrotating circula-

tion cell near the surface at the outside of the bend

(de Vriend and Geldof 1983; Blanckaert and de Vriend

2004), and for strongly curved bends advection of

streamwise momentum by lateral circulation can lead

to nonmonotonic velocity profiles (Blanckaert and

Graf 2004). The latter yields a negative feedback on

the secondary circulation (Blanckaert 2009), and con-

sequently on the transverse bed slope development,

topographic steering, and ultimately the meander mi-

gration (Blanckaert 2011). The relative importance of

the mechanisms for lateral redistribution of streamwise

momentum along the bend depends on the parameters

cf
21H/R and W/R (Blanckaert and de Vriend 2010)

where cf is the friction coefficient,H the water depth,W

the channel width, and R the channel radius of curva-

ture. These parameters are both small in mildly curved

bends but O(1) in sharp bends.

In estuaries, the alternating tidal flow, varying water

level and presence of salinity gradients further com-

plicate the dynamics. Horizontal salinity gradients can

drive lateral circulation even in straight estuarine

channels. In a well-mixed estuary Nunes and Simpson

(1985) found during flood tide two counterrotating cir-

culation cells with flow toward the sides near the bed and

convergent flow at the surface, explained by saltier wa-

ter moving faster in the middle of the channel (differ-

ential advection) to create lateral salinity gradients

driving the lateral circulation. In curved flow, weak

vertical salinity gradients (stratification) can strengthen

the secondary circulation (Geyer 1993; Dronkers 1996)

by strengthening of the vertical shear in the streamwise

flow and reducing the frictional damping by reducing

turbulence. In fast-moving, weakly stratified flows, the

lateral circulation can overturn and mix the water col-

umn, resulting in the cross-channel velocities becoming

consistent again with those for unstratified flow (Seim

and Gregg 1997). However, sufficiently strong stratifi-

cation will suppress the circulation, as the secondary

circulation generates a setup of saltwater in the inner

bend, thus inducing a baroclinic pressure gradient force

(BCPF) counteracting the ‘‘classical’’ secondary circu-

lation (Chant and Wilson 1997). In partially stratified

estuaries, which are sometimes mixed but also some-

times stratified for a full tidal cycle depending on the

competition between buoyancy andmixing, the strength

of this mechanism varies strongly with river discharge

and tidal forcing (Chant 2002). Time lags between the

spinup and disappearance of the centrifugal acceleration

and the response of the baroclinic gradient can result in

an internal lateral seiche and along-channel adjustment

of the lateral circulation, due to an unsteady balance

between CFA and BCPF (Lacy and Monismith 2001).

This can cause the vertical structure to change from

classical secondary circulation to a three-layer structure

with outward flow near the bed, to even a reversed cir-

culation cell (Nidzieko et al. 2009).

The dynamics of bend flow in estuaries are not

necessarily symmetric for ebb and flood. Differ-

ences can be induced by, for example, differences in

strength (Friedrichs andAubrey 1988) or vertical profile

of ebb and flood currents. The latter can result from

asymmetry in the along estuary baroclinic gradient force

with respect to the tidal flow, which generally enhances

shear (Chant and Wilson 1997) and stratification

(Simpson et al. 1990) during ebb, but can lead to a near-

bed maximum in the streamwise flow during flood,

which affects the centrifugal acceleration and secondary

flow (Winterwerp et al. 2006). Streamwise flow with a

near-bed maximum and reversed secondary circulation

during flood has also been observed in the absence of an

along-estuary salinity gradient (Nakayama et al. 2016),

attributed to asymmetry in tidal advection. Ebb–flood

differences in secondary flow may also be induced by
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differences in lateral salinity gradients (Lacy and

Monismith 2001;Winterwerp et al. 2006), resulting from

lateral differences in streamwise velocity produced by,

for example, confluences, harbors, or local geometric

features. In a numerical study of an idealized, partially

stratified estuary, Pein et al. (2018) found persistent

secondary circulation during ebb and reversed circu-

lation at the end of flood, explained by an ebb–flood

asymmetry in differential advection leading to a lateral

baroclinic pressure gradient force acting with the

centrifugal force during ebb and against it during

flood. Ebb–flood asymmetry could also be induced by

varying water levels, affecting the friction, and by

asymmetry in the sense of the Coriolis force w.r.t. the

centrifugal force, though the latter is generally negli-

gible on the scale of estuarine bends (Geyer 1993;

Buijsman and Ridderinkhof 2008).

Most studies in estuaries consider relatively mild

bends [e.g., maximumW/R of about 0.3 inNidzieko et al.

(2009)] and are in partially stratified estuaries. If strati-

fication is weak or absent then the baroclinic inhibition

of secondary flow by tilting of the pycnocline will be

unimportant. In this study we investigate the influence

of a high curvature bend on the flow and salinity struc-

ture in an intermittently stratified estuary. We focus

especially on asymmetry in the secondary flow between

maximum flood and ebb, when stratification is negligi-

ble. Using observations of pressure, streamwise velocity

and salinity, we identify and quantitatively verify the

mechanism leading to this asymmetry. We discuss how

spring-neap differences affect the secondary flow, how

our observations relate to bend effects described in lit-

erature, and what conditions are necessary for the phe-

nomena we observe to occur in general.

2. Methods

a. Field site

We carried out a field study in the NorthRiver estuary

(Massachusetts, United States), a narrow, meandering

salt-marsh creek, that flows into Massachusetts Bay and

the Atlantic Ocean (see Fig. 1). The tidal range at the

mouth of the North River varies between 2 and 3.5m.

The North River discharge, estimated from catchment

area and USGS discharge measurements in a contribu-

tory stream upriver (station 01105730), is rain-event

dominated with peaks up to about 40m3 s21 but gener-

ally much smaller, especially in the summer (Fig. 2).

Typical midestuary dimensions are a channel width of

about 50m and a mean depth of about 5m (aspect ratio

W/H ’ 10). Bends have width-to-radius-of-curvature

ratios of up to W/R ’ 1, which is as high as strongly

meandering rivers. The channel features steep banks

adjoining broad intertidal marshes, which typically are

inundated only during spring high tides.

FIG. 1. The North River. (a) Location; (b) outline, with location of the studied bend (white

rectangle); (c) bend bathymetry and field work setup. Black lines 1–9: ADCP survey tracks;

CTD casts in cross sections 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9; red pin: apex mooring with CTDs and a bottom

frame mounted Aquadopp profile current meter. Purple balloons: moorings with surface and

bottom CTs. Circles: CTDs (near bottom).
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The focus of this study is a sharp bend about 5.5 km

from the mouth of the estuary (see Figs. 1b,c). In the

apex of the bend,W’ 50m,H’ 6m [w.r.t. mean water

level (MWL)] and R ’ 70m, and the distance along the

bend from the upriver to the downriver inflection point

is about 350m. Although the inside of the bend has a

more gently sloping bed than the outside, the cross

sections around the apex do not show a distinct point bar

as is usually found in alluvial rivers (see Fig. 3c).

b. Instrumentation

As part of a larger instrument deployment, time series

measurements of current profiles and water properties

were obtained in the apex of the bend, about 15m from

the outside, over the period from 4 April to 31 July 2017

(location: red pin in Fig. 1c). An upward-looking

Aquadopp Profiler (cell size 0.20m, profile interval

10min, averaging period 45 s) was mounted on a bottom

frame along with five temperature–salinity–pressure

sensors on a line through the water column (sample pe-

riod 2min). From 24 to 31 July 2017, four temperature–

salinity and six temperature–salinity–pressure sensors

(sample period 1min) were deployed up- and down-

estuary of the bend in the channel center and near the

banks. Shipboard measurements were collected on 24,

25, 28, and 31 July, including acoustic Doppler current

profiler (ADCP) measurements (cell size 0.50m, profile

interval 0.25 s) over nine transects, and temperature–

salinity profile measurements (continuous casts, sample

frequency 12Hz) over transects 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 (see

Fig. 1c). The transects were repeated about every 30min

from transect 1 to 9, with the temperature–salinity

measurements generally carried out while transiting

from north to south, that is, from the inside to the out-

side of the bend, in less than a minute.

c. Data processing

The moored velocity data were processed to yield

vertical profiles of streamwise and stream-normal (sec-

ondary) velocity by rotating the data toward the di-

rection of the depth-averaged flow. Prior to this, the

data in the most upper part of the water column, where

reflection by the water surface influences the measure-

ments, were removed. The shipboard ADCP data were

processed by interpolating the measured northward and

eastward flow velocities onto regular grids at each cross

section (Dy 5 1m, Dz 5 0.5m), smoothing the data

with a boxcar filter (ly 5 5m, lz 5 0.5m, with l the filter

length), and rotating the data toward the direction of the

depth-averaged flow at each grid cell in the lateral. With

this approach the angle of rotation varies slightly across

the cross section, but it clearly separates the depth-

varying component of secondary flow from the primary

flow, as the depth-averaged stream-normal velocity is

zero for each y coordinate. An estimate of the vertical

velocities over the cross section was obtained by verti-

cally integrating the stream-normal gradients of the

stream-normal velocity (thus neglecting the contribu-

tions from streamwise gradients).

The near-bank pressure measurements were pro-

cessed to yield relative water level elevations by shifting

the signal for each sensor such that it is zero at the flow

reversal preceding the ebb/flood of interest (this as-

sumes a horizontal water surface at slack tide). A time

series was determined for the mean of the shifted sig-

nals and subtracted from the shifted signals, resulting in

FIG. 2. Characteristic forcing for the North River: blue is water

level amplitude at the seaward side of the North River, and red is

estimated river discharge

FIG. 3. Bend geometry. (a) WidthW and depthH (cross section

averaged); (b) curvature 1/R; (c) three cross-sectional depth pro-

files in the bend, with z5 0 the level ofMWL, the dashed line is the

mean higher high water (MHHW), and the dash–dotted line is the

mean lower low water (MLLW). The south bank is the outside of

the bend.
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relative water levels for each sensor. The sensor at the

north side of cross section 1 did not work properly, so

because curvature is limited there we assumed a time

series equal to the sensor on the south side. The hori-

zontal salinity gradient ›s/›x along the bend was com-

puted between the average salinity at cross section 9 and

cross section 1. Representative stratification was calcu-

lated from the average of the top–bottom salinity dif-

ference for the three moorings.

3. Observations

a. Estuarine conditions

The tidal amplitude during the deployment varied

between 1.7m at the spring tide on 24 July and 1.0m at

the neap tide on 31 July, with a daily inequality partic-

ularly around the spring tide (Fig. 4a). Both the spring-

neap variation and daily inequality of the tide are also

visible in the depth-averaged velocity hui in the bend

(Fig. 4b), the latter especially in the ebb flow around

spring tide. The sudden acceleration and high flood ve-

locity near midnight on 25 July represents the inunda-

tion of the marsh platform and abrupt increase in tidal

prism. During strong spring tide floods, high salinity

(;30 psu) water from Massachusetts Bay flows past

the bend (Fig. 4c). The salinity drops significantly dur-

ing the ebb, about 8 psu during spring tide ebbs and

14 psu during neap tide ebbs. The horizontal salinity

gradient ›s/›x along the bend (Fig. 4d) increases from

spring to neap, consistent with the length of the salt

intrusion decreasing with decreasing tidal amplitude.

Stratification Ds (Fig. 4e) occurs only around flow re-

versals, and as the tidal velocity increases Ds quickly

reduces to almost zero. Therefore, we describe this

system during our measurements as ‘‘intermittently

stratified.’’

b. Vertical profiles of lateral and streamwise velocity
in the bend apex

Next we examine the vertical profiles of the stream-

wise and lateral flow at the bend apex mooring (Fig. 5).

Themarked instances and profiles 1–4 correspond to the

times of maximum flood and ebb during the shipboard

measurements. The ebb surveys (1 and 2) took place

during a strong spring tide ebb and aweak neap tide ebb,

but the flood surveys (3 and 4) did not represent the full

range of tidal amplitude, so profiles for two additional

instances coinciding with a strong spring tide flood

(profile 5) and a weak neap tide flood (profile 6) have

been plotted.

The vertical profiles of the lateral flow are distinctly

different between ebb and flood (Figs. 5b,d). During

ebb, a strong secondary circulation is present with the

flow directed toward the inside of the bend near the

bed and toward the outside near the surface. This

circulation, in line with the classical helical circulation

for river bends, is observed for all ebb phases in

Fig. 5b. During the flood phase no such strong sec-

ondary circulation is observed—the near-bed flow is

much weaker, with an increasing difference between

ebb and flood toward neap tide. Flow toward the

outside of the bend is present in the middle of the

water column, but near the surface the lateral flow

tends toward zero or even positive, inward-directed

FIG. 4. Conditions in the North River, 24–31 Jul 2017. (a) Water

level elevation at the seaward side of the North River. (b) Depth-

averaged horizontal flow velocity in the bend (from the Aquadopp

in the bend apex). (c) Salinity (average of all sensors in the bend

area). (d) Horizontal salinity gradient over the bend area.

(e) Stratification. In (c)–(e), the horizontal bar on the top of the

graph indicates the tidal phase, with orange indicating the flood

phase and blue the ebb phase. The dotted vertical lines indicate the

six instances highlighted in Fig. 5.
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flow. Only once does the flood phase show the classical

secondary circulation (instance 5), which is the strongest

flood of the record, but only briefly during the second

half of the flood.

The streamwise velocities are generally larger during

ebbs than during the adjacent flood phases (Fig. 5a).

This ebb dominance can be explained from the lower

water level and reduced cross-sectional area during

maximum ebb compared to maximum flood. The shape

of the streamwise velocity profiles is quite similar be-

tween ebb and flood—though the flood flow generally

shows slightly more shear in the lower part of the profile,

in both tidal phases the profile often has a subsurface

maximum (the exception being the strong spring tide

flood of instance 5).

c. Cross-sectional structure of lateral velocity in the
bend apex

The cross-sectional structure of the lateral velocity in

the bend apex also displays a distinct difference be-

tween ebb and flood (Fig. 6). During ebb the secondary

flow has a structure as observed in rivers, with flow

toward the inner bend near the bed and toward the

outer bend near the surface. The circulation, both

during spring and neap tide ebb present as a single

cell over the cross section, is the strongest during

spring tide ebb. During flood, the structure is clearly

different, with multiple circulation cells. Over much

of the cross section, inward-directed flow is observed

near the surface and outward-directed flow at greater

depths, though this may not always extend all the way

to the bottom. The two flood tides also show strong

similarity in structure, but the lateral velocities are

stronger during the neap tide survey. The ebb–flood

asymmetry in lateral flow is a key observation for

this study.

d. Pressure and streamwise velocity along the bend

The second most important observation is that

during both ebb and flood, the maximum depth-

averaged streamwise velocity occurs on the inside of

the bend (Fig. 7). Entering the bend, the flow on the

FIG. 5. Flow velocities in the bend apex. (a),(b) The (absolute) streamwise flow velocities respectively lateral

(spanwise) flow velocities as function of time and distance above the bed. The dark continuous line indicates the

free surface, and the dotted line is the cutoff level. The alternatingly orange (flood) and blue (ebb) horizontal bars

on the top of the graph denote the tidal phase. Positive (blueish) velocities in (b) indicate flow directed toward the

inside of the bend. (c),(d) Vertical profiles of streamwise respectively lateral flow velocities for instances 1–6 in-

dicated in (a) and (b) with the dotted vertical lines. Source: the profile current meter in the bend apex.
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inside of the bend accelerates toward the apex and

the flow on the outside decelerates. As a result, both

for ebb and flood the velocity distribution becomes

inwardly skewed, with the maximum not located

at the deepest part of the cross section, but rather

moving inward approaching the apex. Coming out of

the bend, the inner bend flow decelerates and the

location of the maximum velocity moves outward,

both for ebb and flood.

In the apex of the bend (cross section 5), where the

curvature is maximal, we observe lateral water level

gradients with setup on the outside of the bend and

setdown on the inside (Fig. 7, blue boxes), consistent

with the pressure gradient counteracting the centrif-

ugal acceleration of the streamwise flow. From the

upstream to the downstream cross section, we observe

a decrease in the cross-sectional average water level,

which can be explained by frictional and possibly

FIG. 6. Lateral flow structure in the cross section in the apex of the bend (Fig. 1c, cross section 5) for maximum

(left) ebb and (right) flood, during (top) spring tide and (bottom) neap tide surveys (instances 1–4 in Fig. 5). The

inside of the bend is on the right side of the graph. Blue denotes flow toward the inside of the bend and red toward

the outside of the bend. Black arrows indicate themagnitude and direction of flow in the cross-sectional plane (with

horizontal and vertical velocity scaled the same, unlike the horizontal and vertical distance). For comparison with

the profiles in Fig. 5, the dashed line indicates the approximate position of the profile current meter.

FIG. 7. Depth-averaged velocities and relative water level elevations along the bend at (left) maximum ebb and

(right) maximum flood (both for spring tide survey). Red arrows: maximum depth-averaged velocity per cross

section. Light blue dots and boxed values: locations of the pressure sensors and belonging relative water level

elevations (cm). Black numbers: cross section numbers.
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bend-related energy loss. Moving along the estuary, the

flow on the inside of the bend experiences a strong

pressure drop upstream of the apex, and even adversely

directed pressure gradient downstream of the apex.

The opposite is the case for the outside of the bend—

upstream of the apex the pressure gradient is small or

adversely directed, downstream of the bend apex the

pressure drop increases. This is consistent with the

velocity accelerations and decelerations described

above.

The observed maximum streamwise velocity near

the inside of the bend and not in the deepest part

contrasts typical river flows. It shows the characteris-

tics of a free vortex, and indicates that in this case this

potential flow curvature effect is greater than the

outward momentum redistribution induced by friction,

topographic steering, or secondary flow (Blanckaert

2010). We explain this from the absence of a point bar

and the greater relative depth than usually found in

alluvial rivers (Williams 1986), already during ebb but

even more so during flood tides when the water level

is higher.

e. Cross-sectional structure of velocity and salinity
along the bend

The maximum streamwise velocity occurring near the

inside of the bend is also visible in the cross-sectional

structure of the streamwise flow, upstream of the apex

and in the apex itself during both ebb (Fig. 8) and flood

(Fig. 9). However, the cross-sectional salinity structure

is distinctly different between ebb and flood (e.g., com-

pare first row middle panels of Figs. 8 and 9): during ebb

the salinity is lowest on the inside of the bend (right

side), while during flood the salinity on the inside is the

highest. These observations are related. The ebb–flood

symmetry in lateral distribution of streamwise velocity

FIG. 8. Ebb case. (left) Streamwise velocity anomaly (i.e., deviation from the cross-sectional mean), (center) salinity anomaly, and

(right) stream-normal velocity upstream of the bend in the first and second rows (cross sections 3 and 4, respectively), in the apex of the

bend in the third row (cross section 5) and downstream of the bend in the fourth row (cross section 7) for maximum ebb, 24 Jul (spring tide

survey, instance 1 in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Black arrows indicate flowmagnitude and direction in the cross-sectional plane, and himeans cross-

section averaged. The inside of the bend is on the right side.
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yields an ebb–flood asymmetry in salinity distribution

through advection of the along-estuary salinity gradient:

the greater velocity in the inner bend causes the salt-

water intrusion during flood to lead at the inside of the

bend, while it advects fresher water to the inside of the

bend first during ebb.

The lateral velocity (right column) in the bend apex

(third row) also is distinctly different between ebb

(Fig. 8) and flood (Fig. 9), as mentioned in section 3c.

Next, during ebb the structure of the secondary circu-

lation upstream of the bend apex is similar to that in the

apex, while during flood the structure of the lateral cir-

culation is more variable through the bend.

The secondary flow is affecting the structure of the

streamwise velocity and salinity. During ebb (Fig. 8)

the salinity maximum is displaced from the outside of

the bend toward the inside, consistent with advection

by the secondary flow, while during flood (Fig. 9) the

opposite occurs, especially in the middle of the cross

section, as saltier water moves outward with the lateral

flow lower in the water column. The streamwise velocity

is affected similarly: the flow maximum in the inside of

the bend is shifted along the surface toward the middle

of the channel by the ebb lateral circulation.During flood,

the lateral circulation confines the high-momentum re-

gion to a small band near the inner bend at the surface,

and the high-momentum fluid is advected downward and

outward at larger depths.

Beyond the apex (fourth row in Figs. 8 and 9), a low-

momentum region forms near the inside of the bend,

related to the reversed pressure gradient, and the high

momentum region moves outward. The reversed sec-

ondary flow present in the apex during flood loses

strength and is almost completely gone in cross section 3.

FIG. 9. Flood. (left) Streamwise velocity anomaly, (center) salinity anomaly, and (right) stream-normal velocity upstream of the bend in

the first and second rows (cross sections 7 and 6), in the bend apex in the third row (cross section 5), and downstream of the bend in the

fourth row (cross section 3) near maximum flood, 25 Jul (spring tide survey, instance 3 in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). The inner bend is on the right

side. Black arrows indicate flowmagnitude and direction in the cross-sectional plane. Full disclosure: the results shown actually come from

two consecutive survey rounds, with results for cross sections 3, 5, 6, and 7 obtained at 1306, 1311, 1247, and 1250 local time, respectively,

so within 20min from each other.
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4. Analysis

a. The mechanism (part I)—Baroclinic forcing

Combining the various observations, we explain the

ebb–flood asymmetry in the secondary flow as follows:

the flow curvature induces a water level setup at the

outside of the bend and setdown in the inside, which

creates lateral shear in the streamwise velocity with

maximum velocities near the inside of the bend. The

lateral velocity difference advects fresher water first

to the inside of the bend during ebb and saltier water

during flood. The lateral salinity difference resulting

from this differential advection yields a BCPF (di-

rected from high to low salinity at the bed, shown

schematically in the middle panels of Figs. 8 and 9),

that enhances the classic helical circulation during ebb

and counteracts it during flood. When strong enough,

this baroclinic force generates a reversed secondary

circulation during flood. This baroclinic force is key to

the asymmetry between flood and ebb. However, we

will see in sections 4d and 4e that it is not the full

explanation.

b. Lateral shear in streamwise momentum

To verify our explanation, we now analyze the vari-

ous elements of the dynamics quantitatively. The first

question is: Can we indeed explain the lateral shear in

streamwise velocity from the curvature induced pres-

sure gradients? To answer this, we estimate the change

in momentum along two streamlines in the bend around

the time of maximum flood, for which we approximate

the streamwisemomentum balance by considering along-

channel advection, pressure gradient and bottom friction

(neglecting lateral momentum exchange):

u
›u

›x
52g

›h

›x
2

c
f
ujuj
H

. (1)

Here u denotes depth-averaged streamwise velocity,

x the along-streamline distance (the symbol s will de-

note the along-stream coordinate measured in the cen-

terline), cf the quadratic friction coefficient, and H

the depth. We calculate the velocity increase from up-

stream toward the bend apex near the inside of the bend

and the velocity decrease near the outside for maximum

flood on 25 July, by applying this equation on (depth-

averaged) streamlines from cross section 9 to 5. To

compute the pressure term we use the relative water

levels (Fig. 7) and the distance between the sensors

along the inner and outer bend. To compute the friction

term, the velocity is assumed to change linearly along

the streamline (which introduces a small error relative

to the pressure uncertainty), and a friction factor of

cf5 33 1023 is adopted (consistent with direct covariance

estimates of stress, and a common value in literature).

The results (Fig. 10) show that the observed pressure

gradient anomaly due to curvature is sufficient to be the

driver of the observed cross-channel velocity variation.

Actually, the lateral shear is overestimated, which is

consistent with neglecting the lateral mixing and ad-

vection terms Eq. (1) that would tend to reduce the

lateral shear.

Additionally, we explore what velocity distribution

can be expected for the bend based on the competition

between the inward redistribution of streamwise mo-

mentum by the free vortex effect and the outward dis-

tributing mechanisms like friction and topographic

steering, and how this depends on channel geometry.

For this we use the model for momentum redistri-

bution in curved open channels derived from the

streamwise momentum equation by Blanckaert and de

Vriend (2003, 2010). This model explicitly considers the

abovementioned processes and yields a first-order ap-

proximation of the lateral distribution of the streamwise

velocity and its development along a bend for a given

geometry and mean velocity. Details on the model ap-

plication are reported in appendix A. The main result is

that themodel produces a similar velocity distribution as

the observations, with the greatest velocities on the in-

side of the bend, showing that in this bend, the potential

flow effect indeed dominates. Sensitivity tests showed

that even with significantly reduced depth, increased

friction, or greater cross-channel bed slope (represent-

ing the influence of a point bar), the velocity maximum

remains near the inside of the bend.

c. Lateral salinity gradients

The second verification question is: Can the lateral

salinity differences in the bend be explained by the

lateral velocity differences acting on the along estuary

salinity gradient? To answer this question, we consider

the salt transport equation, in a depth-averaged sense

FIG. 10. Streamwise velocity (depth averaged): measured (solid)

vs calculated (dashed) in the inside (blue) and outside (red) of the

bend. For maximum flood, 25 Jul.
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because of the relatively weak stratification, assuming

transport dominated by streamwise advection:

›S

›t
52u

›S

›x
, (2)

(with x again the along-streamline distance). While the

salinity field itself cannot be considered quasi-steady

because of the continuous change due to advection

by the ebb or flood, on short time scales the salinity is

assumed to change everywhere throughout the bend

with the same rate, and spatial salinity differences are

considered quasi-steady (›/›t(›S/dn)’ 0, with n the

cross channel coordinate). Using these assumptions, we

can relate the lateral salinity gradient anywhere in the

bend to the velocity U0 and along river salinity gradient

›S0/›x at the entrance of the bend for a given velocity

field through

›S

›n
5U

0

›S
0

›x

›

›n

ð
1

u

R1 n

R
ds (3)

(with s the along-stream coordinate measured in the

centerline and n zero in the centerline; a derivation can

be found in appendix B). This expression represents

the lateral gradient of the path integral of the along

streamline salinity gradient ›S/›x from bend entrance to

the cross section of interest. Note that not only the lat-

eral velocity shear but also the geometry contributes

to generation of the lateral salinity gradient—the in-

creasing pathlength with increasing radius of curvature

toward the outside of the bend introduces additional

straining of the salinity field.

Here we compare the salinity field upstream (i.e.,

seaward) of the bend apex as obtained from a linear

interpolation of the salinity measurements during

flood on 25 July in cross sections 5, 7, and 9 (Fig. 11a),

with the salinity distribution that would be generated

by the observed velocities if streamwise advection were

the only transport mechanism (Fig. 11b). The main re-

sult is that streamwise advection of the cross-sectional

averaged salinity from the bend entrance leads to a

lateral salinity structure that is qualitatively consistent

with the observations. Quantitative comparison in-

dicates that near the apex the computed lateral gradient

is more than twice that in the interpolated data, in-

dicating that differential advection and the effect of

pathlength differences together are more than strong

enough to produce the observed lateral salinity gradient.

As with the lateral shear, the overestimation of the lat-

eral salinity gradient based on Eq. (3) is consistent with

neglecting lateral transport processes that would di-

minish the lateral gradients. Note that in both the in-

terpolated measurements and in the calculated salinity

field the lateral gradients are maximal on the outside of

the bend, a result that was found also in the theoretical

derivation of ›S/›n (see appendix B) and is a result of

the inward skewed velocity distribution as well.

d. Lateral momentum balance

The third question is: Is the observed lateral salinity

difference sufficient to generate the observed reversal in

secondary circulation? Secondary flow can be computed

using the deviation of the depth-dependent lateral mo-

mentum from the depth-averaged mean. Due to the

quasi-steady flow and strong curvature, temporal ac-

celeration and the influence of Earth’s rotation can be

neglected. We also neglect frictional effects based on

scaling of the frictional forces relative to the centrifugal

force (cfR/H ’ 3 3 1022 � 1). This implies that the

forcing is not balanced by the internal stress from the

vertical profile, but by the nonlinear advective acceler-

ation, which means that the lateral flow is adjusting to

the forcing while flowing along the bend (Nidzieko et al.

2009). With these assumptions and leaving out lateral

FIG. 11. Salinity (depth averaged): (a) interpolated measurements; (b) calculated from ob-

served streamwise velocities and the cross-sectional averaged salinity at the entrance of the

bend as upstream boundary condition. For maximum flood, 25 Jul. Green dots and lines: points

of pressure and lines for estimation streamwise momentum.
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and vertical advection, the equation for the secondary

circulation becomes

�
u
s

›u
n

›s
2 u

s

›u
n

›s

�
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BCPF

, (4)

with us and un the z-dependent streamwise and lat-

eral velocity (bed at z 5 2h), and b the coefficient

of saline contraction (b ffi 7:73 1024). The left-side term

denotes the vertical deviations of the acceleration by

streamwise advection (ADVs), the first right-side term the

net (vertically varying) CFA, and the second the BCPF.

To determine how these terms vary through the bend,

we consider the along-channel and vertical variations

of the quantities of Eq. (4) during a flood tide (Fig. 12).

The along-channel distribution of the stream-normal ve-

locity (Fig. 12a) shows again the strong, reversed sec-

ondary circulation at the apex (inward at the surface and

outward at larger depth), which starts to develop seaward

of the apex around cross section 7. Between cross sections

7 and 5 the lateral flow accelerates from 0 to 0.1ms21

over about 100m. This along-channel increase in the

lateral flow is expressed by the advective acceleration

term (Fig. 12c), with acceleration approaching the apex of

about 0.4 3 1023m s22. The baroclinic pressure force

(Fig. 12d) acts in the same direction as the advective ac-

celeration, that is, it does promote the reversed secondary

circulation. However, the salinity-gradient-induced

BCPF is only ;0.15 3 1023m s22, which is too small to

provide all the momentum for the acceleration.

This discrepancy is explained as follows. Around

cross section 6, the streamwise velocity (Fig. 12b)

shows a subsurface maximum and reversed vertical

shear. This reversed vertical shear causes a reversal

in the centrifugal acceleration (Fig. 12d), which starts

to exert a force toward the inside of the bend at the

surface and toward the outside at larger depth. This

promotes the reversed secondary circulation with a

magnitude that exceeds the BCPF and is sufficient

to give the reversed circulation the observed strength:

ADVs ’ BCPF 1 CFA (Fig. 12e). [To compare quan-

titatively: the integrated inward acceleration of the up-

per water column from BCPF 1 CFA between cross

section 7 and 5 (i.e., the blue area) yields 96% of the

integrated inward ADVs of 5.1 3 1022m3 s22, compa-

rable numbers for the outward acceleration.] We

therefore conclude that the reversal in the shear of the

streamwise velocity and consequently the CFA is an

essential element in generating the reversed secondary

flow during flood.

Note that the CFA—unlike the BCPF—will always

be inward-directed at the bed where the streamwise

FIG. 12. (a) Lateral velocity un, (b) streamwise velocity us, (c) advective acceleration (ADVs), (d) baroclinic pressure gradient force

(BCPF), (f) centrifugal acceleration (CFA), and (e) sum of BCPF and CFA, all in the centerline of the river and as function of depth and

along-channel coordinate. For maximum flood tide, 25 Jul. Red velocities/accelerations in (a) and (c)–(f) are directed toward the outside

of the bend. Contour distances in (c), (e), and (f) are 0.13 1023 m s22; in (d) it is 0.053 1023 m s22. Velocities us and un have been obtained

by interpolation of the cross-channel transects, which are numbered above each panel. The BCPF has been calculated using the lateral

gradient in the depth-averaged interpolated salinity data, Fig. 11.
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velocity approaches zero. This could explain the near-

bed inward-directed velocities found during the neap

tide flood survey (Fig. 6d).

e. The mechanism (part II)—Reversing the
vertical shear

Considering the important role of the reversed

shear, a crucial question is–what causes the reversal in

shear of the streamwise velocity? Our explanation is

as follows: during flood, the baroclinic pressure force

first generates a small reversed circulation cell near

the outer bank (see Fig. 9, right column). This leads to

an inward transport of the lower (streamwise) momen-

tum fluid at the surface and an outward transport of

higher-momentum fluid at larger depth. As a result,

slow-moving water ends up on top of faster moving

water (see Fig. 9, left column), reversing the shear and

inducing a centrifugal acceleration that amplifies and

expands the reversed circulation cell initially generated

by the BCPF. Where the reversed circulation cell meets

the ‘‘normal’’ circulation cell a surface convergence

(observed visually during the measurements as a sur-

face front) leads to downward and subsequently out-

ward transport of higher-momentum fluid, further

enhancing the reversed shear. Additionally, the lateral

motions generate a small local stratification, which

sustains the shear by suppressing vertical mixing. In

summary, the BCPF acts like a trigger, activating a

reversed CFA that provides the main forcing for the

reversed lateral circulation cell.

Why does the reversal of the secondary flow start in

the outer part of the cross section? First, the normal

centrifugal acceleration is smallest there due to the

greater radius of curvature and lower streamwise ve-

locity, while the lateral salinity gradient is greatest

there (cf. Fig. 11). This means that the advective ac-

celeration will start to generate reversed circulation

at the outside. Next, the slower streamwise flow on

the outside of the bend gives the BCPF more time to

accelerate the reversed circulation, and provides a

reservoir of low-momentum fluid that overrides the

high-momentum fluid once the reversed circulation is

initiated, which produces the reversal of the vertical

shear. During flood this creates a positive feedback:

reversed circulation, reversed shear, and enhanced

reversed circulation. Note that during ebb the classic

secondary circulation, already strengthened by the

BCPF, strengthens the shear by advecting faster-moving

water from the inside of the bend outward over slow-

moving water (e.g., Fig. 8, left column), which enhances

the classical circulation. This asymmetry in the interac-

tion with the streamwise shear only enhances the ebb–

flood difference in secondary flow.

5. Discussion

a. Key parameters and comparison with other
estuaries

An essential element for the generation of reversed

secondary circulation is the along estuary salinity gra-

dient (›S0/›x), which is transformed into the lateral

salinity gradient by the lateral shear and pathlength

difference. The stronger the along-estuary gradient, the

stronger the mechanism. This is consistent with the

strongest reversed circulation occurring during the neap

tide flood, and also explains why classical secondary

circulation was observed near the end of the flood during

spring tides: the stronger spring flood brought uniformly

high-salinity (bay) water into the bend, corresponding

with a vanishing along-channel salinity gradient and

thus a shutdown of the forcing of the reversed circulation.

Also essential is the lateral shear in the streamwise ve-

locity. It mainly results from the competition between the

momentum redistribution influences of the free vortex

effect and frictional and topographic effects, which is

controlled by the frictional parameter cf
21H/R, the relative

curvature W/R, and the streamwise curvature variation

(Blanckaert and de Vriend 2010; Ottevanger et al.

2012). Channel depth contributes through decreasing fric-

tional and topographical influence on the lateral shear, and

also by increasing the baroclinic forcing for a given lateral

salinity gradient. Therefore, the reversed circulation is more

easily established with increased depth. Curvature (1/R)

generates the superelevationwhich induces the lateral shear,

but increased curvature also yields increased centrifugal ac-

celerations to overcome, so the strength of the mechanism

may not necessarily increase with relative curvature.

To relate our results to other observations, we con-

sider how the North River bend compares with other

estuarine bends in parameter space (Table 1), focusing

on the relative curvature W/R, the frictional parameter

(or relative depth) cf
21H/R, and the ratio of the along-

channel and vertical salinity gradients (›S/›x)/(›S/›z),

scaled with the aspect ratio W/H. The shear ratio

(›u/›n)/(›u/›z) would also be a valuable quantity for

comparison, but it could not be obtained for the other

estuarine bends based on the published data. The table

shows that the relative curvatureW/R and particularly the

relative depth cf
21H/R in the North River bend are sig-

nificantly greater than in the other cases from the litera-

ture, withElkhorn Slough (Nidzieko et al. 2009) having the

next highest values. The aspect ratio W/H is the smallest

in the North River and the greatest for Pein et al. (2018).

The salinity gradient ratio for the North River is about the

same as for Pein et al. (2018), but greater than other cases.

The mechanism observed in the North River is dis-

tinctly different from the dynamics in the cases with a
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low salinity gradient ratio (Chant and Wilson 1997;

Nidzieko et al. 2009). In those cases, stratification is

significant and the lateral baroclinic pressure gradient is

the result of tilting of the pycnocline by the secondary

flow. In the North River, the baroclinic pressure gradi-

ent results from the differential streamwise advection,

which leads to a greater and more fundamental ebb–

flood asymmetry as the differential advection only

generates a baroclinic pressure gradient opposing the

classical secondary circulation during flood. A similarity

between the North River and the Elkhorn Slough is the

large role of the advective acceleration (i.e., down-

stream adjustment), which is related to the large relative

depth cf
21H/R (i.e., limited friction). Snag Channel

(Lacy and Monismith 2001) also shows some stratifica-

tion influence, but that case is predominantly governed

by differential advection arising from the confluence of

two streams. Like in the North River, laterally sheared

streamwise velocities generating ebb–flood asymmetries

in the lateral salinity gradient and secondary flow were

found also in the numerical study by Pein et al. (2018).

However, the meander geometry (W/R, cf
21H/R, W/H)

was very different, with significantly lower relative cur-

vature and relative depth. Here, the lateral shear might

be explained by the symmetrical cross-sectional depth

profile in the idealized estuary, which, like the North

River, does not show an inner bend point bar, and in

addition has a reduced depth on the outside compared

to a more typical outward-skewed depth profile, both

promoting an inward-skewed velocity profile.

In summary, the North River bend stands out as a case

with extremely high relative depth cf
21H/R and strong

relative curvature W/R, which lead to strong lateral

shear. Together with a moderate along-estuary salinity

gradient and negligible stratification (at least in the dry

season), these conditions provide the necessary ele-

ments for the mechanism reversing the secondary cir-

culation during flood tide.

Finally, can we predict the occurrence and strength

of the reversed secondary circulation? The reversal

is initiated by the lateral baroclinic pressure force

overcoming the classical centrifugal acceleration at

the outside of the bend, which can be described by the

parameter combination

BCPF

CFA
5 g

bg
›S

0

›x
H

U2
0 /R

. (5)

Here g is a parameter that should indicate how effi-

ciently the along-estuary salinity gradient is transformed

into a lateral gradient, how the BCPF and CFA near the

outside of the bend are related to the values at the

centerline, and how the vertical variation of the CFA is

related to the depth-averaged force. The first two issues

are determined by the lateral shear, the third by the

vertical shear. With the lateral shear depending on cf
21

H/R, W/R, and the streamwise curvature variation, and

assuming that the vertical shear in absence of stratifi-

cation mainly depends on friction, g will be a bend-

specific parameter, depending on local geometry and

friction. It varies between zero for bends where high

velocities on the outside of the bend compensate the

effect of pathlength differences and no lateral salinity

gradient is generated, and order one for bends with an

inward skewed velocity distribution dominated by a

strong free vortex effect. For our data, we indeed find a

strong relationship between the secondary circulation

and the parameter combination bg(›S0/›x)HR/U2
0 ,

which supports using Eq. (5) as indicator of the strength

of the reversed circulation. However, it is hard to de-

termine g values in a prognostic way. Next, Eq. (5) does

not account for situations where stratification effects

dominate. So Eq. (5) identifies important dependencies

but does not yet provide a definite predictive parameter.

b. Interactions of the secondary flow andmorphology

The large relative depth of the North River can be

explained from the high bank stability of the cohesive

TABLE 1. Overview of parameters and main characteristics for a number of studies on flow in curved estuaries (cf 5 3 3 1023 has been

adopted for all cases). The bold number highlights a result from this study.

Study Estuary W/R c21
f H/R W/H

dS/dx

DS/Dz
3
W

H
Findings

Chant and Wilson (1997) Hudson 0.30 1.8 56 0.02 Cross-stream seiche; tilting of pycnocline

Nidzieko et al. (2009) Elkhorn Slough 0.32 6.0 18 0.04 Three-layer structure; downstream

adjustment

Lacy and Monismith (2001) Snag Channel, SF Bay 0.20 5.3 13 0.12 Reversed circulation in first part ebb;

differential advection and junctions

Pein et al. (2018) Idealized model 0.20 0.7 100 1.00 Reversed circulation at end of flood;

BCPF due to differential advection

This study North River 0.64 23.8 9 0.90 Reversed circulation during flood; BCPF

due to differential advection
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and vegetated salt marsh (Garofalo 1980). The ab-

sence of a distinct point bar in the bend apex might be

related to the relatively fine grained sediment of the

North River and sharpness and shortness of the bend,

resulting in the development, if any, of a point bar

downstream of a bend instead of at the apex. In fact,

shoals do occur in association with the meanders in the

North River, but they are observed only on the sea-

ward side of inner bends, and not on the landward side

(see Fig. 1c). This asymmetry may be explained by the

ebb dominance of the flow, but it also might be the

result of the flow mechanism described in this study: a

reversed secondary circulation during flood prevents

sediment from being transported along the bed to the

inside of the bend to feed the development of the inner

bend point bar. The absence of a point bar then allows

for the high flow velocities in the inside of the bend,

which is an essential condition for the reversed sec-

ondary circulation.

6. Conclusions

Our investigation of secondary flow in a salt-marsh

estuary with strong curvature indicates some impor-

tant differences from previous studies of secondary

flows in rivers and estuaries, with these significant

findings:

1) a distinct difference in the secondary flow between

ebb and flood, with circulation as in river bends

during ebb, and multiple circulation cells and re-

versed circulation over a large part of the cross

section during flood;

2) streamwise velocity maxima near the inside of

the bend during both ebb and flood, and an

inward-skewed velocity distribution that is dis-

tinctly different from what is generally found in

river bends;

3) a salinity anomaly with saltier water in the inside of

the bend during flood and fresher water during ebb;

and

4) absence of a distinct point bar in the inside of

the bend.

The ebb–flood asymmetry in the secondary flow is ex-

plained as follows (see Fig. 13): the flow curvature in-

duced water level setup on the outside of the bend

and setdown on the inside induces an inward redistri-

bution of the streamwise momentum with decelerating

flow toward the apex on the outside and accelerating

flow on the inside (potential flow effect). This velocity

FIG. 13. Schematic of flow and salinity in a sharp estuarine bend under well-mixed conditions. The reversed secondary flow during flood

compared to ebb is generated along the following steps: 1) laterally sheared streamwise flow with the greatest velocities near the inside of

the bend; 2) lateral salinity differences with the saltiest water near the inside, and the maximum salinity gradient at the outside; 3) a

reversal of the secondary circulation in the outer part of the cross section; 4a) transport of water with low streamwisemomentum from the

outside inward along the surface; 4b) streamwise flowwith a subsurfacemaximumand reversed vertical shear; and 4c) a further increase of

the strength and width of the reversed secondary circulation cell.
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structure contrasts with typical river bends, where out-

ward momentum redistribution by frictional and topo-

graphic effects overcomes the potential flow effect.

Here, that is not the case due to lack of a distinct point

bar, and a relatively large cross-sectional depth. The

greater streamwise velocity in the inner bend advects

water toward the inside of the bend that is fresher than

the cross-sectional average during ebb and saltier

during flood. This differential advection effect is fur-

ther enhanced by the pathlength difference between

the inside and outside of the bend. The resulting lateral

salinity gradient yields a baroclinic pressure gradient

force that enhances the classic secondary circulation

during ebb and opposes it during flood, arresting and

subsequently reversing the secondary circulation when

it overcomes the centrifugal forcing. The generation of

the reversed circulation during flood first happens in

the outer part of the cross section, where the centrif-

ugal force is the smallest and the baroclinic gradient

the largest, bringing slower moving water from the

outside of the bend inward along the surface. This

induces a subsurface maximum and reversed shear

in the streamwise velocity and leads to a reversal of

the centrifugal force, which subsequently further en-

hances and expands the reversed secondary circulation

cell during flood.
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APPENDIX A

Lateral Distribution of Streamwise Velocity

The model of Blanckaert and de Vriend (2003, 2010)

predicts a first-order approximation of the lateral dis-

tribution of depth-averaged streamwise velocity based

on input for the cross-sectional averaged depthH, cross-

sectional width W, radius of curvature R, and parame-

terized transverse bed level slope A, all as a function of

the along channel coordinate. The linear approxima-

tion is based on a parameterization of lateral velocity

distributions with one degree of freedom:
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with U the velocity in the center and as a dimensionless

number. The model solves as/R along the bend from a

nonlinear relaxation equation:
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with las/R a flow adaptation length (mainly dependent

on friction) and Fas/R the forcing consisting of terms

accounting for the momentum redistributing influence

of frictional and topographic effects, of streamwise

changes in channel curvature (the potential flow effect),

and of secondary flow (the latter through a submodel).

Note that (for positive R) as 5 21 and as 5 1 re-

spectively correspond to (inward skewed) free vortex

and (outward skewed) solid body rotation velocity

distributions. See Ottevanger et al. (2012) for a de-

scription of the model and earlier applications. The

model itself is available at https://svn.oss.deltares.nl/

repos/openearthtools/trunk/matlab/applications/meander.

To simulate the studied bend, we used the parame-

ters H, W, and R from Fig. 3, and determined A from

the bathymetric data by fitting a linear function through

the lateral depth profiles at cross section 1 to 9,

(hereby neglecting the outer 5m on both sides of the

profile). With H, W, R, A along the bend and a cross-

sectional averaged velocity U in the bend entrance as

input, the lateral distribution parameter as was com-

puted using the model. To compare this with the data,

we also determined as from the measured depth-

averaged streamwise velocity profiles. This was done

in the same way as the determination of A.

A comparison of the measured depth average

streamwise velocity, the linear approximation of the

data, and the computed velocity profiles is shown in

Fig. A1, for the ebb flow of 24 July (i.e., shallow, so

largest possible role for friction). Figure A2 shows

the data-based and model-computed lateral shear

(Uas/R), together with results of runs with adjusted

model parameters to explore the sensitivity. The figures

show that for both data andmodel the greatest velocities

are found on the inside of the bend. Apparently, the

geometry of the bend is in a part of the parameter space

where the potential flow effect dominates over the

frictional and topographic effects. The sensitivity tests

show that even with strongly reduced depth, increased

friction, or adapted lateral depth variation (as parame-

terized by slope A), the velocity maximum remains

on the inside of the bend. A reduction in curvature

(increased radius) is the factor that most significantly

influences the lateral shear.
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APPENDIX B

Lateral Salinity Gradients in a Curvilinear
Coordinate System

a. General case

An expression for the lateral salinity gradient ›S/›n

can be formally derived as follows. Assuming advection

dominance, the depth-averaged salinity transport equa-

tion along any streamline reads

›S

›t
52u

›S

›x
, (B1)

with ›x the along streamline distance, which is related to

the along centerline distance through

dx5
R1 n

R
ds (B2)

(so ›x is larger than ds in the outer bend and smaller

in the inner bend). Taking the lateral derivative of

Eq. (B1) (Chant 2010), and assuming quasi-steady sa-

linity differences, we obtain

›u

›n

›S

›x
52u

›

›n

�
›S

›x

�
. (B3)

As ›x is a function of n, we have to substitute Eq. (B2)

before we can interchange the derivatives. Using

the assumption of quasi-steady salinity difference in

combination with the transport equation, the salinity

gradient along any streamline can be expressed in the

velocity U0 and along river salinity gradient ›S0/›x

at the entrance of the bend via the local streamwise

velocity u:

›S

›x
5

R

R1 n

›S

›s
5

U
0

u

›S
0

›x
. (B4)

Using these substitutions, Eq. (B3) becomes

›u

›n

U
0

u

›S
0

›x
52u

›

›n

�
R

R1 n

›S

›s

�
. (B5)

Elaborating the right side yields

›u

›n

U
0

u

›S
0

›x
5

uR

(R1 n)2
›S

›s
2

uR

(R1 n)

›

›s

�
›S

›n

�
. (B6)

Applying Eq. (B4) again, now on the first right side

term yields

›u

›n

U
0

u

›S
0

›x
5

1

(R1 n)
U

0

›S
0

›x
2

uR

(R1 n)

›

›s

�
›S

›n

�
, (B7)

which results in an expression for the lateral salinity

gradient

›S

›n
5U

0

›S
0

›x

�ð
2

1

u2

›u

›n

R1 n

R
ds1

ð
1

uR
ds

�
, (B8)

which can be written as

›S

›n
5U

0

›S
0

›x

›

›n

ð
1

u

R1 n

R
ds . (B9)

FIG. A1. Streamwise velocity (depth averaged; m s21; as function of lateral coordinate) for cross sections 1–9, ebb case (24 July). Gray

line is data, black line is data neglecting the outer 5m, blue line is linear approximation of the black line, and red dashed line is model

result. The top side (positive n coordinate) is the inside of the bend.

FIG. A2. Lateral shear in the streamwise velocity. Dots are data,

the red solid line is the model result, and other lines are results for

sensitivity tests with adapted friction cf, depthH, curvature R, and

lateral slope A.
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Note that Eq. (B9) is a general expression and that so

far no specific velocity field or development of cur-

vature R along the bend has been assumed. The in-

tegral basically denotes the travel time from the

entrance of the bend, which is the delay time with

which the salinity at the entrance arrives at the po-

sition (s, n).

b. Special case

Approximating the velocity distribution with a profile

function (cf. appendix A),

u’ u
mid

�
R1 n

R

�as

, (B10)

with umid the streamwise velocity on the centerline

(which for as is negative can be shown to be slightly

smaller than U0 but assumed equal to U0 hereafter)

and R and as still an unknown function of s, and

substituting this into Eq. (B9), the lateral salinity

gradient becomes

›S

›n
5

›S
0

›x

›

›n

ð�
R1 n

R

�12as

ds . (B11)

For a radius of curvature R and velocity distribution

constant throughout the bend, this reduces to

›S

›n
5 (12a

s
)
›S

0

›x

�
R1 n

R

�2as

q , (B12)

and for potential flow (as 5 21) to

›S

›n
5 2

›S
0

›x

R1 n

R
q , (B13)

with q the (polar) angle of the cross section of interest in

reference to the bend entrance. This expression shows

that the velocity itself vanishes from the expression, that

the lateral gradient is mainly determined by the along

estuary salinity gradient, increases linearly with distance

along the bend, and is largest in the outer bend. A

measure for the baroclinic pressure gradient is obtained

by multiplication with 1/2bgH.
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